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SOME REMARKS ON EQUIVARIANT ELLIPTIC OPERATORS AND
THEIR INVARIANTS
JOCHEN BRU¨NING AND KEN RICHARDSON
Dedicated to the memory of Boris Sternin and Franz Kamber
1. Introduction
In this note we consider first order elliptic differential operators acting on smooth vector
bundles over compact manifolds, and certain invariants derived from the analysis of these
operators, namely the eta invariant (in the case of self-adjoint operators) and the index.
While these topics are very well known and established (see [2], [3]), this is not so for their
equivariant counterparts (as described in [1]). We will develop an approach that works for
both the eta invariant and the index, and we will apply it to the eta invariant in Section 2,
to the index in Section 3, and to the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer Theorem in Section 4. So far,
index formulas in geometric terms are not available in the general case, but we will give some
simple examples in Section 5.
We note that other researchers have considered the equivariant eta invariant before. Specif-
ically, H. Donnelly in [10] provided a fixed point formula for the equivariant index on a
manifold with boundary; this formula included an equivariant version of the eta invariant
dependent on a single element of the group. In further work, S. Goette [12] provided an
infinitesimal version of this theorem (where the formulas depend on an element of the Lie
algebra) and gave applications to equivariant eta forms in fiber bundles. We mention also
the seminal exposition on the equivariant index in [4] and associated work [5], [6].
What makes this work different from the above is that we are evaluating integer-valued
indices corresponding to multiplicities of group representations, and our eta invariant is a
number dependent on the entire group at once. In simple cases, such as when the operator
is elliptic and when the group is finite, it is clear how to determine one version of the
equivariant index from the other (and one version of the equivariant eta invariant from the
other). However, for general compact Lie groups and transversally elliptic operators, our
formulas are distinct from the others obtained before. Moreover, the techniques of proof and
formulas obtained are entirely different and depend on equivariant heat asymptotics that
may involve logarithmic terms.
This note is expository, giving references to all relevant sources. For simplicity, we consider
only elliptic differential operators, even though the proofs outlined apply to the more general
situation. In every case, we outline the well-known proofs and theorems without Lie group
actions first and then show how these same ideas can be applied in the equivariant cases with
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appropriate modifications. A more detailed and expanded article that applies to transversally
elliptic operators will appear in due time.
2. The equivariant eta invariant
Let pM,hM q be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension m, pE, hEq a Hermitian
vector bundle over M , and let Dc be a first order, symmetric elliptic differential operator
acting on C8 pM,Eq. Since
xDcs1, s2yL2pM,Eq “ xs1, Dcs2yL2pM,Eq
for si P C8 pM,Eq, i “ 1, 2, Dc is closable; we write D :“ Dc. Then domD “ H1 pM,Eq,
the Sobolev space of order 1, and the fundamental elliptic estimate [14, Thm. III.5.2] shows
that the norm of H1 pM,Eq, }s}1, and the norm }s}0 ` }Ds}0 are equivalent. By Rellich’s
Theorem [14, Thm. III.2.6], we deduce further that specD consists of a discrete set, and any
λ P specD is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity, with the only accumulation points being
˘8. Finally, all eigenfunctions are in C8 pM,Eq, by elliptic regularity [14, Thm. III.4.5].
We now restrict attention to operators with the property that the symbol of D2 takes the
form
σ
`
D2
˘ px, ξq “ |ξ|2 IE . (2.1)
Also, D is a Fredholm operator, by the parametrix construction. Then
C8 pM,Eq “ kerDc ‘Dc pC8 pM,Eqq . (2.2)
(2.2) implies
L2 pM,Eq “ kerD ‘ imD,
since kerD “ kerDc and imD is closed. Since D Ă D˚ by symmetry,
L2 pM,Eq “ kerD ‘ imD˚,
and so imD “ imD˚; hence D “ D˚ is self-adjoint.
According to Weyl’s Law, we obtain the asymptotics of the eigenvalue counting function
as
ND2 ptq „
tÑ8
C pM,Eq tm{2. (2.3)
The invariant we are trying to understand is the eta function, ηD, defined as
ηD pzq “
ÿ
λPspecDzt0u
sgn pλq |λ|´z , Re z " 0.
We relate this to D by the Mellin transform
Γ
ˆ
z ` 1
2
˙
ηD p2zq “
ż 8
0
TrL2
”
De´tD
2
ı
tpz` 12q´1dt, (2.4)
where
TrL2
”
De´tD
2
ı
“
ÿ
λPspecD
λe´tλ
2 “: αD ptq .
Obviously, αD ptq ÝÑ
tÑ8
0 exponentially such that the integral over r1,8q is holomorphic in
z P C. A simple calculation using (2.3) shows that αD ptq “ O
`
t´pm`1q{2
˘
as t Ñ 0` such
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that ηD is holomorphic for Re z ą m`12 . To reveal the meromorphic nature of ηD in C, we
have to study the kernel of De´tD
2
using
αD ptq “
ż
M
TrE
”
De´tD
2 px, xq
ı
dx,
and the Hadamard expansion of the kernel of e´tD
2
(c.f. [11, Ch. 8, Thm. 8.1]). Then we
obtain for y near x PM , trivializing the vector bundle E,
e´tD
2 px, yq „
tÑ0`
p4πtq´m{2 e´dpx,yq2ä4t
8ÿ
i“0
ti{2Ui px, yq . (2.5)
Here, d is the Riemannian distance function, and the Ui are smooth sections of E bE
˚ over
M ˆM, carrying substantial geometric information. It is not difficult to check with (2.5),
integrating only over r0, 1s in (2.4), that ηD is meromorphic with simple poles at the points
zi :“ m´i`12 .
While the material so far is not new, the situation is different if we look at the equivariant
case. We assume now that a compact Lie group G acts on pM,hMq and pE, hEq effectively,
smoothly, and isometrically. In addition, we assume that the operator Dc commutes with
the G-action on C8 pM,Eq. Then we pick an irreducible representation ρ of G, such that
the ρ-isotypical subspace L2 pM,Eqρ has infinite dimension. The orthogonal projection Pρ
onto L2 pM,Eqρ is constructed via the invariant integral, to wit
Pρs “ dρ
ż
G
χρ pgq g ¨ s dg “:
ż
G
κρ pgq g ¨ s dg ; (2.6)
here dρ is the dimension of a representative space of ρ, and χρ its character. By assumption,
Pρ commutes with D such that
Dρ “ PρD “ DPρ “ PρDPρ
is a self-adjoint operator, with spectral resolution pPρED pλqqλPR, since the spectral resolution
of D can be constructed via the resolvent; c.f. [13, VI, Lemma 5.6].
Therefore, specDρ is a subset of specD, and the same is true for the corresponding
eigenfunctions. Hence we can generalize formula (2.4) as
Γ
ˆ
z ` 1
2
˙
ηDρ p2zq “
ż 8
0
TrL2ρ
”
Dρe
´tD2ρ
ı
tpz` 12q´1dt
“
ż 8
0
ÿ
λPspecDρ
λe´tλ
2 ¨ tpz` 12q´1dt. (2.7)
We put
αDρ ptq :“ TrL2ρ
”
Dρe
´tD2ρ
ı
and obtain the same exponential vanishing as tÑ 8. The asymptotics for tÑ 0` are more
involved; they can be found in [8, Cor. 3.2]. In fact, if mG :“ dimM0 ä G and M0 is the
space of principal orbits, then we have
αDρ ptq “ O
`
t´pmG`1q{2
˘
, tÑ 0`.
The finer analysis concerning the kernel of Dρe
´tD2ρ is essentially contained in [9, Thm. 4];
we give an explanation of the main steps.
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We choose a cut-off function ψ P C8 pRě0, r0, 1sq with ψ pxq “ 1 for 0 ď x ď ε2 and
ψ pxq “ 0 for x ě 4ε2, and we put rψ px, yq :“ ψ pd2px, yqq. Then we fix y and let x P B2ε pyq.
We also fix a local orthonormal frame psjqrkEj“1 for E|B2εpyq. Then we obtain, with uijk P
C8 pB2ε pyqq,
rψ px, yq e´tD2 px, yq “ rψ px, yq e´d2px,yqä4t« ÿ
´mG´1ďiďL
1ďj,kďrkE
ti{2uijk px, yq sj pxq b sk pyq
`O
´
t
L`1
2
¯ff
. (2.8)
We find (using (2.6) )
rψ ´Pρe´tD2¯ px, yq “ rψ ´e´tD2ρ¯ px, yq
“
ż
G
rψ pg ¨ x, yqκρ pgq e´d2pg¨x,yqä4t ¨
¨
« ÿ
iďL,j,k
ti{2uijk pg ¨ x, yq sj pg ¨ xq b sk pyq `O
´
t
L`1
2
¯ff
dg
and
TrE
” rψe´tD2ρ py, yqı “ ż
G
rψ pg ¨ y, yqκρ pgq e´d2pg¨y,yqä4t ¨
¨
« ÿ
iďL,j
ti{2uijj pg ¨ y, yq `O
´
t
L`1
2
¯ff
dg.
This gives, finally, with ruijk pg, g ¨ y, yq “ rψ pg ¨ y, yqκρ pgquijj pg ¨ y, yq,
TrE
” rψe´tD2ρı
“
ż
GˆM
e´d
2pg¨y,yqä4t ¨
«ÿ
i,j
ti{2ruijj pg, g ¨ y, yq `O ´tL`12 ¯
ff
dg dy.
The crucial part comes from the set
L “ tpg, yq P GˆM : g ¨ y “ yu,
since outside any open neighborhood of L, contributions to the trace are Opt8q. We choose
such a neighborhood of L where rψ “ 1. It is shown in [9] that one can construct a “weak
resolution” of d2 pg ¨ y, yq near L by a polynomial in m real variables, the exponential asymp-
totics of which are readily computed. We quote the result:
Theorem 2.1. [9, Thm. 4] We have the asymptotic expansion
TrL2
”
e´tD
2
ρ
ı
“
Lÿ
i“´mG
0ďjďT pM,Gq
ti{2 plog tqj aijρ `O
´
t
L`1
2
¯
. (2.9)
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Remark 2.2. Given the complicated structure of L, the expansion (2.9) is essentially qual-
itative. The number T pM,Gq can be taken as
T pM,Gq “ # tdimG ¨ x : x PMu ´ 1.
As far as we know, no example with non-vanishing log-terms has been constructed yet. From
[9, Thm. 4] we do know only that aijρ “ 0 for i “ ´mG, j ą 0.
Remark 2.3. To apply the asymptotic expansion to the eta invariant calculation, we would
have to add a factor Dρ in (2.9). But any operator commuting with e
´tD2ρ would only change
the coefficients in the expansion and hence will not change the qualitative structure of the
result. In our more detailed work, we show that for a new set of constants bijρ ,
TrL2
”
Dρe
´tD2ρ
ı
“
Lÿ
i“´mG´1
0ďjďT pM,Gq
ti{2 plog tqj bijρ `O
´
t
L`1
2
¯
Remark 2.4. Using the same calculations and techniques, we have similar asymptotic ex-
pansions of integrals of equivariant heat kernels over G ˆ U , where U is an open saturated
(G-invariant) set in M ; see [7], [9]. Specifically,ż
GˆU
rψ pg ¨ y, yqκρpgq e´tD2 pg ¨ y, yq dg dy “ Lÿ
i“´mG
0ďjďT pM,Gq
ti{2 plog tqj aijU,ρ `O
´
t
L`1
2
¯
The result we were after is
Theorem 2.5. ηDρ is meromorphic in C with poles at most in the points t´ i`12 : i ě´mG ´ 1u that may be multiple, also at 0.
3. The equivariant index
Consider pM,hMq as in Section 2, and introduce two smooth vector bundles E˘ of rank
ℓ, with Hermitian metrics h˘E . We consider first order elliptic differential operators
D˘c : C
8
`
M,E˘
˘Ñ C8 `M,E¯˘ .
We construct a smooth vector bundle E “ E` ‘ E´ with metric hE “ h`E ‘ h´E and a first
order symmetric operator
Dc “
ˆ
0 D´c
D`c 0
˙
:
ˆ
C8 pM,E`q
C8 pM,E´q
˙
Ñ
ˆ
C8 pM,E`q
C8 pM,E´q
˙
.
Then we obtain a self-adjoint Fredholm operator, D, as in Section 2, acting on H1 pM,Eq,
such that with D˘ the closures of D˘c
D “
ˆ
0 D´
D` 0
˙
.
We denote by P˘ the orthogonal projections from E to E˘, and we introduce the self-adjoint
involution
α :“ P` ´ P´ P C8 pM,E b E˚q .
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Then we obtain the well-known McKean-Singer formula:
indD` “ TrL2pM,Eq
”
αe´tD
2
ı
“ TrL2pM,Eq
”
e´tD
´D` ´ e´tD`D´
ı
.
As before, assume that
σ
`
D2
˘ px, ξq “ |ξ|2.
We can bring in the group action as in the previous chapter and obtain
indD`ρ “ TrL2pM,Eqρ
”
αρe
´tD2ρ
ı
,
So we have to proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Then we obtain
Theorem 3.1.
indDρ “ a00,`ρ ´ a00,´ρ ,
where the coefficients are constructed in analogy with the procedure leading to Theorem 2.1.
4. The Equivariant APS Theorem
We now consider a compact manifold with boundary,
M “M \N,
where pM,hMq is an open Riemannian manifold with compact boundary pN, hNq and hM “
hM \hN . We consider also a smooth Hermitian vector bundle pEN , hEN q over N , and a first
order symmetric elliptic operator DN,c acting on C
8 pN,ENq. We assume that D2N satisfies
the condition (2.1).
As in Section 2, we see that DN :“ DN,c has domain H1 pN,ENq and is self-adjoint with a
purely discrete spectrum. As in (2.3), we see that the eigenvalue counting function satisfies
ND2
N
ptq „
tÑ8
C pN,EN q tn{2, n “ m´ 1 “ dimN.
We fix an orthonormal eigenbasis pφλqλPspecDN , and we find as in Section 2,
αDN ptq : “ TrL2pN,EN q
”
DNe
´tD2N
ı
“
ż
N
TrEN
”
DNe
´tD2
N px, xq
ı
dx
“
ż
N
TrEN
« ÿ
λPspecDN
λe´tλ
2
φλ pxq b φλ pxq˚
ff
dx.
This implies as before that
αDN ptq ÝÑ
tÑ8
0 exponentially,
αDN ptq “ O
`
t´pn`1q{2
˘
as tÑ 0.
Following again the work in Section 2 and Section 3, we introduce a compact Lie group,
G, with properties described there, and we pick an irreducible representation ρ of G such
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that L2 pN,EN qρ has infinite dimension. We assume again that DN commutes with G, hence
with the orthogonal projection Pρ from (2.6); then DN,ρ “ PρDN “ DNPρ “ PρDNPρ, and
αDN,ρptq : “ TrL2ρ
”
DN,ρe
´tD2N,ρ
ı
“
ÿ
λPspecDN,ρ
λe´tλ
2
with
αDN,ρptq ÝÑ
tÑ8
0 exponentially, and
αDN,ρptq “ O
`
t´pnG`1q{2
˘
as tÑ 0`,
where nG “ dimN0{G.
In the next step, we choose an open neighborhood UN of N in M such that
UN » N ˆ r0, εq
with product metric hUN » hN ‘ du2. We extend N ˆ r0, εq to the cylinder N ˆRě0 “: CN ,
and we lift the vector bundle pEN , hEN q to pECN , hCN q. On CN , we introduce the first order
elliptic differential operators
DCN :“
B
Bu `DN , D
:
CN
:“ ´ BBu `DN , (4.1)
both acting on C8 pCN , ECN q. As shown in [2, (2.9), (2.10)], one obtains the identity
}s}21 “ C1 }s0}20 ` C2
›››Dp:qCN s›››2
0
, s P C8 pCN , ECN q . (4.2)
Decomposing s P C8 pCN , ECN q as
s py, uq “
ÿ
λPspecDN
sλ puqφλ pyq , (4.3)
such that D
p:q
CN
spy, uq “ řλPspecDN pp´qs1λ puq ` λsλ puqqφλ pyq, and introducing the bound-
ary conditions for DCN and D
:
CN
:
sλ p0q “ 0 for λ ě 0 pDCN q , (4.4)
sλ p0q “ 0 for λ ă 0
´
D
:
CN
¯
, (4.5)
we see that
kerDCN “ kerD:CN “ 0.
Abusively, we write DCN :“ DCN and find from (4.2) that
domDCN “ H1 pCN , ENq , kerDCN “ 0.
As shown in [2, Prop. 2.42], we have D:CN “ D˚CN and domD˚CN “ H1 pCN , ENq, too. By
the elliptic parametrix construction, both DCN and D
˚
CN
are Fredholm operators with
L2 pCN , ECN q “ imDCN “ imD˚CN , (4.6)
so both DCN and D
˚
CN
are isomorphisms.
The operators DCN and D
˚
CN
generate two Laplacians, ∆˘CN , for which the expression
K ptq :“ TrL2pCN ,EN q
”
e
´t∆`
CN ´ e´t∆´CN
ı
(4.7)
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is similar to an index formula but must be of a different nature since CN is non-compact. It
leads in fact to the surprisingly simple formula ([2, (2.23)])
K ptq “ ´
ÿ
λPspecDN
sgnλ
2
erfc
´
|λ| ?t
¯
, (4.8)
where the complementary error function erfc is given by
erfcpxq “ 2?
π
ż 8
x
e´ξ
2
dξ ă 2?
π
e´x
2
; (4.9)
thus, the derivative is given by
K 1 ptq “ 1?
4πt
ÿ
λPspecDN
λe´λ
2t.
The asymptotic behavior of K ptq for tÑ8 is clear from (4.8): if h :“ dimkerDN , then
K ptq ` h
2
ÝÑ
tÑ8
0 exponentially.
On the other hand, from (4.8) and (4.9) and Weyl’s Law for DN , we find
|K ptq| ď 1?
π
ÿ
λ
e´tλ
2 ď Ct´n{2 as tÑ 0`.
In analogy to the trace formula (2.7) we obtain [2, (2.25)]:
´ Γ
`
z ` 1
2
˘
2z
?
π
ηDN p2zq “
ż 8
0
ˆ
K ptq ` h
2
˙
tz´1dt. (4.10)
Finally, a careful estimate shows that
KUN ptq :“
ż
UN
TrECN rKpt, y, uqs du dy “ K ptq `R ptq , (4.11)
where R ptq is exponentially small as tÑ 0`.
Now, we introduce an index problem that is essentially an extension of the data we have
established on UN , a collar of the boundary N . Recall that pM,hMq is compact with flat
collar UN . Then we double the manifold to the compact manifold pĂM,hĂMq, such that
pĂM,hĂMq Ą pM,hMq. Next we introduce two smooth vector bundles E and F over M , and
a first order elliptic differential operator
D : C8
`
M,E
˘Ñ C8 `M,F ˘ .
We assume that in UN ,
D “ σ
ˆ B
Bu `DN
˙
; (4.12)
here, σ P U pE, F q is the symbol of D, σ “ σ pduq, and an isometry. We also impose the
boundary condition (4.4). Thus, we can construct a (right) parametrix for D as in Section 2,
and find that D “: D (abusively) is a Fredholm operator, and D˚ as well, with the adjoint
boundary condition (4.5).
We turn to the index calculation,
indD “ dimkerD ´ dimkerD˚,
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where domD “ H1 `M,E, P ˘ and domD˚ “ H1 `M,F, I ´ P ˘ such that the operatorsD˚D
and DD˚ have purely discrete spectrum, using Rellich again. Therefore, the McKean-Singer
argument gives again
indD “ Tr
L2pM,Eq
”
e´tD
˚D
ı
´ Tr
L2pM,Fq
”
e´tDD
˚
ı
.
In the collar UN we can use the function Kptq from (4.8) as before since the asymptotics of
the full integral and its truncation to UN are the same. Thus we choose a cut-off function
ψ that equals 1 near N and has its support in UN . We now extend D to rD acting on
C8
´ĂM, rE¯ where rE extends E, likewise for rD˚ and rF , and obtain a kernel
F ptq “
ż
ĂM F pt, xq dx “ TrL2pĂM, rEq
”
e´t
rD˚ rDı´ Tr
L2pĂM, rFq
”
e´t
rD rD˚ı .
Now observe that in UN , the operators rD˚ rD and rD rD˚ are conjugate under σ such that their
local contribution is zero. Hence ψ can be replaced by 1, and we obtain
indD ∼
tÑ0
K ptq `
ż
M
F pt, xq dx,
or
K ptq ∼
tÑ0
indD ´
ż
M
F pt, xq dx
∼
tÑ0
indD ´
ÿ
iě´m
ti{2
ż
M
ci pxq dx. (4.13)
Then from (4.10) and (4.13) we obtainż 1
0
ˆ
K ptq ` h
2
˙
tz´1dt “ ´Γ
`
z ` 1
2
˘
2z
?
π
ηDN p2zq (4.14)
“ 1
z
ˆ
h
2
` indD
˙
´
Nÿ
i“´m
1
i
2
` z
ż
M
ci pxq dx`ΘNpzq,(4.15)
or
ηDN p2zq “ ´
2z
?
π
Γ
`
z ` 1
2
˘ ˜z´1ˆh
2
` indD
˙
´
Nÿ
i“´m
ci
i
2
` z `ΘNpzq
¸
“ ´ 2
?
π
Γ
`
z ` 1
2
˘ ˜h
2
` indD ´
Nÿ
i“´m
zci
i
2
` z ` zΘN pzq
¸
,
or
´Γ
`
z ` 1
2
˘
2
?
π
ηDN p2zq “
h
2
` indD ´
Nÿ
i“´m
zci
i
2
` z ` zΘN pzq.
Here, ci “
ş
M
ci pxq dx, and ΘN pzq is holomorphic for Re z ą ´N`12 . Making z “ 0 gives
the celebrated APS index formula:
indD “ c0 ´ 1
2
ph ` ηDN p0qq .
Finally, we turn to the equivariant case. As before, we introduce a compact Lie group, G,
that acts effectively, smoothly and isometrically on pN, hNq and pEN , hEN q. Next we require
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that the G-action commutes with DN on C
8pN,ENq, hence with the projection Pρ onto
L2pCN , ENqρ. Then
DN,ρ :“ PρDN “ DNPρ “ PρDNPρ.
As before, we choose ρ P pG such that dimL2pCN , ENqρ “ 8, and observe that for s P
C8pN,ENq,
DN,ρs “
ÿ
λPspecDN,ρ
λ xs, φλyφλ,
such that specDN,ρ Ă specDN . Hence all equivariant calculations concerning the analogue,
Kρptq, of Kptq are obtained by replacing specDN with specDN,ρ. To describe this, we
extend the G-action to CN . Since these actions are isometric, they extend to the cylinder
CN “ N ˆ Rě0 with trivial action on Rě0. The operators (4.1) commute with this action,
too, with common domain H1pCN , ECN qρ. The decomposition (4.3) and the properties of
the operators DCN ,ρ and D
˚
CN ,ρ
, including the boundary conditions, are analogous to those
described earlier in this section.
Then we can form the Laplacians
∆`CN ,ρ :“ D˚CN ,ρDCN ,ρ, ∆´CN ,ρ :“ DCN ,ρD˚CN ,ρ,
and the trace analogous to (4.7),
Kρptq “ TrL2pCN ,ECN qρ
”
e
´t∆`
CN ,ρ ´ e´t∆´CN ,ρ
ı
,
that is not expressing an index.
Furthermore, we obtain the formula
´Γ
`
z ` 1
2
˘
2z
?
π
ηDN ,ρ p2zq “
ż 1
0
ˆ
Kρ ptq ` hρ
2
˙
tz´1dt,
where
hρ “ dimPρ kerDN .
As in (4.11), we obtain
KUN ,ρptq ´KCN ,ρptq ÝÑ
tÑ0`
0 exponentially.
Now we bring in smooth G-invariant vector bundles E and F over M , and a first order
elliptic differential operator, D, that commutes with G. We assume that D has the form
(4.12) such that σ commutes with G, too. We further assume that D is closed with domain
H1pM,E, P q, and thatD˚ has domain H1pM,F, I´P q. Thus, D andD˚ are again Fredholm
operators that commute with G, by the triviality of the G-action on Rě0. Hence, with ρ P pG
as before, we obtain Hilbert spaces L2pM,E, P qρ and L2pM,F, I ´ P qρ and operators Dρ
and D˚ρ with domains H
1pM,E, P qρ and H1pM,F, I ´ P qρ, respectively. Then we arrive at
the index formula
indDρ “ TrL2pM,E,P qρ
”
e´tD
˚
ρDρ
ı
´ TrL2pM,F,I´P qρ
”
e´tDρD
˚
ρ
ı
.
To evaluate this, we need a good parametrix for the two Laplacians. In the collar UN (as in
(4.6) ), a good parametrix can be constructed from Kρptq. In fact, there we have
D˚D “ ∆`CN , DD˚ “ σ∆´CNσ´1,
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such that we obtain from (4.7)
Kρptq ∼
tÑ0`
TrL2pUN ,ECN qρ
”
e
´tD˚
CN ,ρ
DCN,ρ ´ e´tDCN ,ρD˚CN,ρ
ı
.
To obtain a good parametrix for the equivariant Laplacians on MzUN , we proceed as we did
earlier in this section. We double M to ĂM , the vector bundles E and F to rE and rF , and
also the metrics hM , hE , and hF to
rhĂM , rhE , and rhF . We also double the operators D and
D˚ to rD and rD˚ and obtain G-equivariant data in all cases. Now we can apply Theorem 2.1
to rD˚ρ rDρ and rDρ rD˚ρ acting on C8pĂM, rEqρ and C8pĂM, rF qρ, respectively, such that
ind rDρ “ TrL2pĂM, rEqρ ”e´t rD˚ρ rDρı´ TrL2pĂM, rF qρ ”e´t rDρ rD˚ρ ı
∼
tÑ0`
ÿ
iě´mG
0ďjďT pĂM,Gq
ti{2 logj tpra`,ijρ ´ ra´,ijρ q. (4.16)
Using Remark 2.4, we note that if we integrate the difference of the equivariant heat kernels
over M instead of ĂM , we obtain a similar formula (with different constants). That is,ż
M
´
TrE
”
e´t
rD˚ρ rDρı´ TrE ”e´t rDρ rD˚ρ ı¯ px, xq dx ∼
tÑ0`
ÿ
iě´mG
0ďjďT pĂM,Gq
ti{2 logj tpa`,ijρ ´ a´,ijρ q.
To derive the formula for Dρ with domain H
1pM,EM , P q we choose a cut-off function ψ as
in (2.8) and construct the parametrix as
Kρpt, xqψpxq `
´
TrE
”
e´t
rD˚ρ rDρı´ TrE ”e´t rDρ rD˚ρ ı¯ px, xqp1 ´ ψpxqq
“ : Kρpt, xqψpxq ` Fρpt, xqp1´ ψpxqq, x PM.
Then it is easy to see that ψ can be replaced by 1, in view of the asymptotics of Kρ, as
detailed in (4.8) and (4.9), and the vanishing of Fρpt, xq on UN since the relevant operators
are conjugated by σ there.
To arrive at our final result, we see Section 2 and the references there, and the formula
indDρ “ Kρptq ` Fρptq,
where
Fρptq “
ÿ
iě´mG
0ďjďT pĂM,Gq
ti{2 logj tpa`,ijρ ´ a´,ijρ q.
Then we can use the calculation as in [2, p. 56] to prove the following with (4.16):
Theorem 4.1.
indDρ “ a`,00ρ ´ a´,00ρ ´
1
2
phρ ` ηDN ,ρq,
where hρ “ dimkerDN,ρ, and ηDN ,ρ is the constant term in the Laurent expansion of the eta
function at 0.
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5. Examples
5.1. The de Rham-Hodge operator and the equivariant Euler characteristic. It
is well known that if M is a Riemannian manifold and f : M Ñ M is an isometry that
is homotopic to the identity, then the Euler characteristic of M is the sum of the Euler
characteristics of the fixed point sets of f . We generalize this result as follows. We consider
the de Rham operator
d` d˚ : Ωeven pMq Ñ Ωodd pMq
on a G-manifold, and the invariant index of this operator is the equivariant Euler character-
istic χG pMq, the Euler characteristic of the elliptic complex consisting of invariant forms.
If G is connected and the Euler characteristic is expressed in terms of its ρ-components,
only the invariant part χG pMq “ χ1 pMq appears. This is a consequence of the homotopy
invariance of de Rham-Hodge cohomology. Thus χG pMq “ χ pMq for connected Lie groups
G. In general the Euler characteristic is a sum of components
χ pMq “
ÿ
rρs
χρ pMq “
ÿ
rρs
ind
´
pd` d˚qρ : Ωevenρ pMq Ñ Ωoddρ pMq
¯
.
Here, χρ pMq is the alternating sum of the dimensions of the rρs-parts of the cohomology
groups (or spaces of harmonic forms). Since the connected component G0 of the identity in
G acts trivially on the harmonic forms, the only nontrivial components χρ pMq correspond
to representations induced from unitary representations of the finite group G{G0.
Example 5.1. Let M “ Sn, let G “ O pnq act on latitude spheres (principal orbits, diffeo-
morphic to Sn´1). Then there are two strata, with the singular stratum being the two poles.
Without using the theorem, since the only harmonic forms are the constants and multiples
of the volume form, we see that
χρ pSnq “
" p´1qn if ρ “ ξ
1 if ρ “ 1 ,
where ξ is the induced one dimensional representation of O pnq on the volume forms.
Example 5.2. If instead the group Z2 acts on S
n by the antipodal map, note that
χρ pSnq “
$’’&’%
1´ 1 “ 0 if ρ “ 1 and n is odd
1 if ρ “ 1 and n is even
1 if ρ “ ξ and and n is even
0 otherwise
since the antipodal map is orientation preserving in odd dimensions and orientation reversing
in even dimensions.
Example 5.3. Consider the action of Z4 on the torus T
2 “ R2{Z2, where the action is
generated by a π
2
rotation. Explicitly, k P Z4 acts on
ˆ
y1
y2
˙
by
φ pkq
ˆ
y1
y2
˙
“
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙k ˆ
y1
y2
˙
.
Endow T 2 with the standard flat metric. The harmonic forms have basis t1, dy1, dy2, dy1 ^ dy2u.
Let ρj be the irreducible character defined by k P Z4 ÞÑ eikjπ{2. Then the de Rham-Hodge
operator pd` d˚q1 on Z4-invariant forms has kernel tc0 ` c1dy1 ^ dy2 : c0, c1 P Cu. One also
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sees that ker pd` d˚qρ1 “ span tidy1 ` dy2u, ker pd` d˚qρ2 “ t0u, and ker pd` d˚qρ3 “
span t´idy1 ` dy2u. Then
χ1
`
T 2
˘ “ 2, χρ1 `T 2˘ “ χρ3 `T 2˘ “ ´1, χρ2 `T 2˘ “ 0.
This illustrates the point that it is not possible to use the Atiyah-Singer integrand on the
principal stratum to compute even the invariant index alone. Indeed, the Atiyah-Singer
integrand would be a constant times the Gauss curvature, which is identically zero. In these
cases, the three singular points a1 “
ˆ
0
0
˙
, a2 “
ˆ
0
1
2
˙
, a3 “
ˆ
1
2
1
2
˙
certainly contribute
to the index. The quotient T 2{Z4 is an orbifold homeomorphic to a sphere.
5.2. The Dolbeault operator on complex projective space. Consider the action of
g “ `eiθ0 , ..., eiθn˘ in T n`1 on complex projective space CPn defined by
g rz0, z1, ..., zns “
“
eiθ0z0, ..., e
iθnzn
‰
.
The orbit types for this action are as follows. Let S Ă t0, 1, ..., nu be a subset, and define
MS “ trz0, ..., zns : zk ‰ 0 if and only if k P Su .
Then the isotropy subgroup associated to this orbit type is
HS “
 `
eiθ0 , ..., eiθn
˘ P T n`1 : eiθj “ eiθk whenever j, k P S( .
The partial ordering on the isotropy subgroupsHS corresponds exactly to the partial ordering
Ă on subsets of t0, 1, ..., nu. Note that MS is a product of cylinders. That is, if S “
tk0, ..., kpu, then we may set zk0 “ 1, and then zkj P C ´ t0u for j “ 1, ..., p, so that MS
is topologically and complex-analytically a product of p copies of C ´ t0u. Also, note that
G “ T n`1 acts by rotations in each copy of C ´ t0u. Therefore GzMS is a p-fold product
of open half-lines S1z pC´ t0uq. There are a total of n ` 1 fixed points with HS “ T n`1
that comprise the minimal orbit type; there are
ˆ
n` 1
2
˙
orbit types MS – C ´ t0u with
HS – T n; in general, there are
ˆ
n` 1
k ` 1
˙
orbit types MS – pC´ t0uqk with HS – T n´k`2
for 0 ď k ď n. Each orbit type with HS – T n´k`2 is a T k´1-bundle over a pk ´ 1q-cell, and
the orbits are the fibers of this bundle.
We now consider the operator B ` B˚ : Ωj,even Ñ Ωj,odd for some j. Since the Dolbeault
cohomology Hp,q is one-dimensional only when p “ q and is zero otherwise (generated by
powers of the Ka¨hler form), the index of B ` B˚ is p´1qj . Since these cohomology classes are
represented by harmonic forms in H2p pCPnq, they are invariant by the (connected) torus
group action. Thus,
indρ
´
B ` B˚ : Ωj,even Ñ Ωj,odd
¯
“
"
p´1qj , if ρ “ 1;
0, otherwise.
5.3. The equivariant eta invariant of the boundary signature operator. Let B “
in p´1qp`1 p˚d´ d˚q on 2p-forms be the boundary signature operator on even degree forms
on a manifold of dimension 2n´ 1. In [3], the authors consider a generalization ηα of the eta
invariant of this operator, where the forms are twisted by a representation of the fundamental
group. Inside the proof of [3, Prop 2.12], the authors consider the lens space S2n´1 ä Zm
with S2n´1 Ă Cn, where the generator of Zm acts on Cn by multipling the jth copy of C by
exp piθjq, and the action is free on the sphere. If we wish to calculate for τ an irreducible
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character of Zm (say the one that takes the generator to exp p2πiℓ{mq), then we may note
that
Bℓ :“ Bτ – pB b V ˚τ qG ,
so that in the [3] notation, the equivariant eta invariant corresponding to the irreducible
character τ ‰ 1 is
ηBℓ p0q “ ητ˚
`
S2n´1 ä Zm, 0
˘ “ ρτ˚ `S2n´1 ä Zm˘` η1 `S2n´1 ä Zm, 0˘
“ 1
m
ÿ
g‰1
σg
`
S2n´1
˘ tχτ˚ pgq ´ 1u .
From the [3] calculation, we get that
ηBℓ p0q “
1
m
m´1ÿ
k“1
i´n
˜
nź
j“1
cot
ˆ
1
2
kθj
˙¸ˆ
exp
ˆ
´2πikℓ
m
˙
´ 1
˙
.
Note that pexp p´2iθq ´ 1q “ ´2ie´iθ
´
eiθ´e´iθ
2i
¯
“ 2i´1e´iθ sin pθq , so our formula may also
be written as
ηBℓ p0q “
2i´n´1
m
m´1ÿ
k“1
˜
nź
j“1
cot
ˆ
1
2
kθj
˙¸
exp
ˆ
´πikℓ
m
˙
sin
ˆ
kℓ
m
π
˙
.
It might be surprising to the reader that this number is always real. To see this, notice that
the quantity has the form
ηBℓ p0q “
1
m
m´1ÿ
k“1
˜
nź
j“1
1` ukj
1´ ukj
¸`
uk0 ´ 1
˘
,
where u0 and each uj are m
th roots of unity. If we replace k with m ´ k in the sum, we
obtain the same result but get the complex conjugate. Thus the formula simplies further: if
n is even,
ηBℓ p0q “
2 p´1qn{2`1
m
m´1ÿ
k“1
˜
nź
j“1
cot
ˆ
1
2
kθj
˙¸
sin
ˆ
kℓ
m
π
˙
sin
ˆ
kℓ
m
π
˙
“ 2 p´1q
n{2`1
m
m´1ÿ
k“1
˜
nź
j“1
cot
ˆ
1
2
kθj
˙¸
sin2
ˆ
kℓ
m
π
˙
.
If n “ 2s` 1 is odd,
ηBℓ p0q “
2 p´1qs`1
m
m´1ÿ
k“1
˜
nź
j“1
cot
ˆ
1
2
kθj
˙¸
cos
ˆ
kℓ
m
π
˙
sin
ˆ
kℓ
m
π
˙
“ p´1q
s`1
m
m´1ÿ
k“1
˜
nź
j“1
cot
ˆ
1
2
kθj
˙¸
sin
ˆ
2kℓ
m
π
˙
.
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For instance, for S3 with n “ 2, θ1 “ 2π6 and θ2 “ 10π6 with m “ 6,
ηBℓ p0q “
1
3
5ÿ
k“1
ˆ
cot
ˆ
kπ
6
˙
cot
ˆ
5kπ
6
˙˙
sin2
ˆ
kℓ
6
π
˙
“
$’’&’’%
0 ℓ “ 0
´2
3
ℓ “ 1, 5
´5
3
ℓ “ 2, 4
´2 ℓ “ 3
.
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